DISCO Managed Review
Efficient, Accurate, Easy
Managed Review Simplified

“I have used five document review interfaces in my
career. DISCO is the best, and it is not even close. The
interface is intuitive and makes sense, so little training
or troubleshooting is required. Plus, it is just fast. It takes
longer to open my browser than it does to execute
searches in DISCO, even in multi-terabyte matters.”
— Jesse K. Bolling, Miller Barondess.

The benefits of using DISCO for managed
review are measureable: on average 23%
increase in review throughput, 32% reduction in time spent on QC, and consistent,
high quality results.1 As a single-source provider, you sign one contract and receive one
invoice. DISCO handles the rest.
DISCO Managed Review includes a dedicated DISCO Project Manager who will hire
and manage appropriate US-based contract attorneys, monitor the entire review
process, and handle all review site logistics.
With quality control tools and methodologies,
Managed Review services will provide meaningful, daily progress reports. The PM will
leverage DISCO’s functionality to monitor the
review team’s work and retrain any reviewers
who are utilizing certain tags outside of the
team’s average, or working faster or slower
than expected, resulting in a comprehensive,
defensible managed review solution.
1 Simon, M. (2016). Quantifying the Benefits of Performance and
Simplicity [Whitepaper].

DISCO combines world-class engineering with a deep love
and respect for the law to deliver the best legal technology.
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Data Acquisition
PM assists client in developing and executing a comprehensive, forensically sound acquisition of data.
Culling & Early Case Assessment
PM assists counsel in developing and tailoring search
terms for most effective use on DISCO.
Coding Form & Matter Setup
PM works with counsel to create effective and efficient
workflows. PM also consults on the most effective and
efficient use of DISCO Predictive Rankings, and activates
tag predictions on the appropriate tags.
Analysis & Estimation
DISCO PM provides a range of estimates for the prevalence of each tag in the entire database following review
of an estimation sample.
Hiring of Review Team
PM vets, hires, and trains US-barred attorneys.

Predictive-Prioritized Review
PM creates one or more DISCO Review Stages that focus
on the determined review universe. The Review Stage
workflow is designed in coordination with counsel to
maximize speed and effectiveness.
Validation Sample Review
A random sample is reviewed to statistically verify that the
remainder of the population is virtually free of additional
responsive documents.
Productions
PM creates searches that roll-up the proper production
universe and assists in creating the production.
Privilege Log Generation
PM assists with generating the Privilege Log.
Post-Review Assistance
PM assists with any of the following: deposition prep,
exhibit set assurance, and other post-review consulting.

As the leading provider of software as a service solutions developed by lawyers for
lawyers, DISCO is reinventing legal technology to automate and simplify complex and errorprone tasks that distract from practicing law. DISCO has been embraced by more than 400
law firms, including 50 of the AmLaw 200, as their first choice for innovative technologies
that help great lawyers and their teams secure justice and win cases.
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